A guide to
Controlling Anger
Information for clients

Introduction to anger
Anger is a normal emotion – everyone feels angry from time to
time. However, anger becomes a problem when:
v You become angry often
v Your anger becomes too strong
v Your anger affects your relationships, work, study or home life
v Your anger leads to aggression or violence
Here are some experiences of anger:
Laura is out shopping and she needs help to find something.
She looks for a shop assistant but sees them all chatting and
laughing. She stands and waits for them to stop and ask her
if she needs help, but they continue to chat. Laura becomes
more and more angry and she becomes hot, flushed and tense,
thinking, “They are lazy and useless, they are wasting my time!”
She slams her basket down on the counter and storms out the
shop. She is in a bad mood all evening and she doesn’t go home
with what she needed to get.

James finds a parking space and pulls into park there when
someone nips in front of him. James thinks “how dare he, he
has no right to do that!” James feels furious. He winds down his
window, shouting and waving his fist at the other driver. He is
so angry that even when he finds a space he feels agitated and
irritable all day.
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How can this booklet help?
This booklet will:
v Help you to understand what the common signs and causes
of anger are
v Help you to understand when anger is a problem
v Provide strategies to help you to control your anger
v Give you some helpful links to other organisations or resources
that can help

What is anger?
Here are some of the common signs of anger – tick the signs that
apply to you. If you tick several of these and they happen regularly,
it may be that you find it hard to control your anger. This leaflet
gives you hints to help you control your anger. It also tells you
where you can find other help.
How you feel
c Furious, enraged

c Getting irritable easily

c Tense, on edge

c Flashes of rage

c Resentful

What happens to your body
c Becoming very hot and flushed

c Tense muscles

c Sweating

c Churning stomach

c Tight feeling across the chest

c Legs feel weak

c Pounding in head

c Agitation, restlessness

c Having to go to the toilet
c Heart feels like it is
			 pounding or racing
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What you do
c Snap, shout or swear at someone

c Get into an argument

c Hit out

c Leave the situation

c Throw objects, slam doors, etc

c Become violent to others

c Say something hurtful

c Cry

c Harm yourself

c Bottle up how you feel

c Drink alcohol, smoke more, take drugs
Anger is an emotion that everyone feels at times. However, for some
people, anger can become too extreme. It can happen too often
and can last for too long. Levels of anger range from irritation or
annoyance to fury and rage. Rage can lead to shouting, screaming
and lashing out. Some people might feel shame and guilt after
getting angry.
Anger becomes a problem if it affects our work, relationships or
other areas of our lives. If we feel let down or believe we have been
treated unfairly, this can trigger anger. If we think we are being
denied something we are entitled to, this can trigger anger too.
Sometimes we believe others have not acted as we might expect
them to act. All these feelings can cause problems.
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The vicious cycle of anger
When angry, you may only be aware of your angry mood. You may
be able to identify what has triggered your anger. However, we
know that anger affects your thoughts, physical sensations and
behaviour as well as your mood.
All these things affect one another and can become a vicious
cycle. Your thoughts can make you feel angrier. Your physical
sensations can make you feel more out of control and can
influence how you behave. Your angry behaviour may make a
situation worse. Here is an example of a vicious cycle of anger.
Try to draw out your own on the blank vicious cycle.
Trigger
Someone cuts me up when I am driving.
Leads to…
Angry thoughts
“How dare he do that to me.”
“He must think
I am stupid.”
Angry behaviour
Shout and swear
Beep the horn
Follow the driver

Mood
Angry
Furious
Irritable

Physical sensations
Feeling hot
Racing heart
Tense muscles
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The vicious cycle of anger
Triggers
Angry thoughts

Angry behaviour

Mood

Physical sensations

Causes of anger
Some people are more likely to become angry than others. Some
people find they have a low tolerance for frustration. They may not
have found helpful ways to express their opinions and feelings.
Some people grow up in families where there is a lot of anger.
These families do not always know how to express how they feel.
It may be that they have not been able to learn from others about
helpful ways to deal with anger.
It can be helpful for you to write down what causes you to become
angry – your triggers for anger. Triggers for anger can come from
outside or inside you. Outside triggers for anger may be certain
people, situations or problems. For example, some people may be
prone to road rage. Others may become angry with a situation at
work. Inner triggers may include certain memories or thoughts.
The thing to remember is that the triggers themselves don’t make
you angry, but the way you view them does.
Ask yourself what or when are the times that you are most likely to
get angry. Write these (below) on the following page.
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Outside triggers (certain people, events or situations)
When my son doesn’t listen to me.
When I am put on hold on the phone.
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................

Inner triggers (memories, worries, thoughts)
When I think, “He is taking advantage of me.”
When I am reminded of times I was treated badly.
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................

It is important to remember that getting angry will not make you
feel better. It can get out of control. It is important to understand
why you get angry and to gain some control over this.
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Learning to control anger
Angry thoughts
The way we think has a big effect on our mood, physical sensations
and behaviour. These work together to create the vicious cycle
of anger. It can be hard to identify your thoughts when you are
angry, but with practice it becomes easier. Here are some common
thoughts that people experience when they are angry:
“She is trying to make a fool of me.”
“How can they be so selfish?”
“I am going to get him back for that.”
“I need to stand up for myself.”
“Everyone is out to get me.”
Are any of these thoughts familiar? Or do you have any similar
angry thoughts? Try to think of a time recently when you felt angry.
What was running through your head? Write down some examples
of your angry thoughts here:
My angry thoughts
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Unhelpful thinking patterns
Our thoughts often follow certain patterns, called unhelpful
thinking patterns. Below are some common unhelpful thinking
patterns that can happen when a person is angry. See if you can
identify with any of these.
Mind-reading/jumping to conclusions
Some people become angry when they think someone is thinking
something negative about them. They may guess what others might
be thinking about them. For instance, Sam heard people laughing
on the bus and thought, “They are laughing at me, they think I’m
stupid.” Sam did not have any evidence to base this on, but he
guessed what they were thinking and this made him angry
Taking things personally
People who have problems with anger often think the way other
people act is because of them. They take things personally and
feel hurt by it. For instance, Tom’s colleague came into work and
sat at his desk quietly without saying hello in his normal way.
Tom thought his colleague didn’t like him and was being rude.
But Tom’s colleague could have been upset about a personal
matter and nothing to do with Tom.
Ignoring the positive
People who have problems with anger often don’t see positive
things that happen, and focus on negative things instead. For
example, Jane got angry when her daughter forgot to put her
school things away. She did not think about the fact that her
daughter had put her things away every other day that week.
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Perfectionism
People who have problems with anger often set high standards
for themselves or others around them. They expect a lot and feel
upset or let down if these standards are not met. For example, Peter
became very angry because his friend was late to meet him. Peter
did not think of reasons why his friend might have been late or that
this was not something that happened often.
Black and white thinking
This means thinking that something can only be good or bad, and
nothing in between. Angus became frustrated if he made a mistake
at work. He believed that if he did not do everything right he was a
complete failure.
Do any of these patterns sound familiar? Try to identify when you
are thinking in one of these patterns.

Balanced thoughts
Our thoughts are opinions, not facts. They can sometimes be
mistaken. They can also be unhelpful. Try to identify your thoughts
when you become angry. Then take a step back and try to look at it
a different way.
Here is an example of angry thoughts and more balanced thoughts.
Try to write some of your angry thoughts and come up with a more
balanced perspective too. It can take a bit of practice, especially
when you are feeling angry. But it can be really helpful in reducing
your feelings of anger. After some practice, you can then try
to balance your own angry thoughts as soon as they pop into
your head.
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Angry Thought

Balanced Thought

I bet they are laughing at me.

I don’t really have any reason
to think they are laughing at
me. There are lots of other
reasons why they could
be laughing.

He always lets me down;
he doesn’t care about me at all

He has let me down in this
situation, but he doesn’t
normally act like this. I know
he does care about me really.

Angry Thought

Balanced Thought
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Some unhelpful beliefs about anger
Some people have beliefs about anger that makes their anger harder
to control. These beliefs may have developed as they were growing
up. They could relate to personal values. People may have had these
beliefs for a long time and consider them to be completely true.
Below are some common unhelpful beliefs about anger.
I can’t help it; I am powerless to change it.
People may believe that anger is automatic and they have no way
to control it. It is true that some people are more likely to become
angry. But even if you are more likely to become angry than others,
you can learn to change this. You can change the way you interpret
and respond to people and situations.
I need to vent my anger or I will explode.
Some people feel that becoming angry or aggressive is a helpful
way to vent their anger. However, people who shout, scream or hit
out often just become more angry. These people will often feel a
sense of shame, guilt or sadness afterwards.
If I don’t get angry, I will just be a complete pushover.
This is an example of black and white thinking because it is an
extreme way of thinking. People can still make their needs and
wants known without becoming angry. You can be firm, in control,
clear and assertive without becoming angry or aggressive.
I have every right to get angry when people have treated me badly.
It is natural to feel angry if you have been treated badly. However, it
is not helpful to let past experiences affect how you are acting now.
Consider what effect your anger is having on you and your life now.
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Controlling the physical sensations of anger
Relaxation is an important way to improve your mood and help
you unwind. Try to take part in activities that you enjoy and find
relaxing. Here are some examples:
v Exercising (yoga, walking, cycling)
v Reading a book
v Watching your favourite television programme or film
v Listening to relaxing music
v Going to the cinema
v Calling or visiting a friend or relative
v Having a bath
v Doing something creative – paint, write poetry, draw
Try to find time each day to do one of these activities that you
find relaxing.
There are also specific relaxation techniques that you can use
when you feel angry. Relaxation techniques can help to ease some
of the physical sensations of anger. The more you practise these
techniques, the easier it will be to use them when you need to.
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Controlling breathing
When you become angry, you may notice some changes in your
breathing. You may start to breathe more quickly or you may find
yourself gulping in air – this is called over-breathing. When you
over-breathe you can feel dizzy and this can make you feel more
tense. This is not very pleasant, but it is also not dangerous.
You can learn to control your breathing with a simple exercise.
This exercise will help you to reduce the unpleasant feelings in
your body. It can help you relax.
Step 1:

Breathe out.

Step 2:

Breathe in slowly to the count of “one elephant,
two elephant, three elephant, four elephant.”

Step 3:

Hold your breath for the count of four.

Step 4:

Breathe out slowly to the count of “one elephant,
two elephant, three elephant, four elephant.”

v Repeat these steps until you start to feel calmer
v Take some normal breaths in between the deep ones
v Don’t take too many deep breaths in a row or breathe very
quickly, or you may start to feel dizzy
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Changing angry behaviours
If you want to break the vicious cycle of anger, it is important
to challenge your angry thoughts and control your physical
sensations. But no-one is perfect and there may be times that you
do not manage to do this. However, you can still break the cycle by
changing your behaviour.
Try to identify some more helpful ways that you can behave instead
of your angry behaviours. Here are some examples:
v Excuse yourself from the situation and return when calmer
v Do some breathing exercises to relax
v Ask the other person what they mean so as to try to understand
their point of view
v Ask someone to sit down and discuss their point of view with
you calmly
v If you tend to get angry at certain times of day (for instance,
when you get home from work), choose a different time of day
to talk to someone
v Try to avoid situations that tend to make you angry. For
instance, if you get annoyed during busy shopping times,
go when it is quieter
v Count to ten in your head before responding
v Leave the situation briefly and go for a quick walk
v Anger can cause a build-up of adrenaline. Exercise can help
use this up. Try going for a walk or run
v Calm yourself. Use statements like “I can keep calm in this
situation” or “getting angry is not going to help”
Ask yourself, “Why is this making me angry?” or “Is this important
enough to make me feel angry?”
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Try keeping a record of what happened when you tried out your
new behaviour:
Trigger for
anger

Initial
thoughts

New
behaviour

What
happened after

Colleague at
“He is making a
Took a deep
work asked me
fool out of me –
breath and asked
to do something
he is just being
colleague calmly
I knew he had
lazy”.
why he was
been asked to do		
unable to do it.
				
				
				
				

Colleague
explained that he
had been asked
to do another big
task. Felt calmer
after identifying
the reason why
he had asked for
my help.

Someone cut me
up when I was
driving.
		

Trigger for
anger

“I am going to
show him not to
cut in front of
me like that!”

Counted to 10
and told myself
“I can stay calm
in this situation”

I felt calmer and I
did not upset my
family in the car
by getting angry

Initial
thoughts

New
behaviour

What
happened after
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Communicating with others
This leaflet talks about thinking errors that some people make
that can cause angry outbursts. Effective communication can help
prevent these thinking errors. Here are some things to think about
when communicating with others:
When listening to others:
v Listen to what the other person has said. Let them finish
speaking before you jump in
v Try not to jump to conclusions about what another person is
thinking. If it is not clear to you, ask
v If someone seems to be critical, try to understand what has
made them speak like that. They may be hiding feelings of hurt,
fear or frustration
When expressing yourself to others:
v Take a second to think about what you want to say before
saying it. Think about how other people might feel about
what you have said
v Try not to use an angry, critical or confrontational tone or
body language
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Taking care of yourself
Sometimes problems with anger can develop when there are
stressful things going in our lives. Our lifestyle can sometimes make
us feel stressed or can make it harder for us to cope with stress.
v Pay attention to when you start to feel tense. Identify which
situations are making you feel this way. Is there anything you
could change to make the situation less stressful?
v Try to balance the things you need to do, like household chores
and work, with activities that you enjoy. Make time to do
something that you find relaxing
v Eat a healthy, balanced diet and take regular exercise. This
can help your mood, your health and your ability to cope
with problems
v Make sure you are getting enough sleep. (Read the sleep
booklet for advice if you have a problem with this)
v Caffeine can cause symptoms of anxiety if you have too much
of it. It affects our bodies for four-six hours. Try having less in
the late afternoon/early evening
v Alcohol can affect the way you control your behaviours. It can
make it harder for you to cope with stress. It can also act as
a depressant. You may think that alcohol can help you sleep,
but this is not the case. The body has to work hard to process
alcohol and this makes it difficult to get to sleep
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Summary
v Anger affects the way we feel, think and behave. It also affects
what happens in our bodies. Anger is a reaction to certain
situations, thoughts or memories
v We can control anger by learning to identify and challenge
the thoughts that cause it
v Relaxation techniques and relaxing activities can help to
control the effect anger has on our body
v We can identify more helpful ways to behave when we
feel angry
v Better communication with other people can help to ease
feelings of anger
v Lifestyle changes can help us cope better with stress and anger
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Further Information and Support:
Useful Contacts
For information on mental services, supports, opportunities or
self-help information call:
v North Lanarkshire: Well Informed 0800 073 0918
v South Lanarkshire: Lanarkshire Association for Mental Health
Information Line: 0330 3000 133
For further information on mental health and well-being, visit
Lanarkshire’s Elament website: www.elament.org.uk
Remember, should your problems persist or you feel you need help
urgently please contact your GP. The following organisations can
also prove useful in and out of hours.
v Breathing Space - 0800 83 85 87
(Mon - Thu, 6pm - 2am; Fri 6pm - Mon 6am)
www.breathingspacescotland.co.uk
v Samaritans - 116 123 (24hrs) www.samaritans.org
v NHS24 - 111 (Out of hours) www.nhs24.com
v Healthy Working Lives - 08452 300 323 (Local),
0800 019 2211 (National),
www.healthyworkinglives.com
v Childline - 0800 11 11 (24hrs) www.childline.org.uk
v NHS Inform - 0800 22 44 88 www.nhsinform.co.uk
v Parentline Scotland - 0808 800 22 22
www.children1st.org.uk/parentline
v National Debt Line Scotland - 0808 808 4000
www.nationaldebtline.co.uk/scotland
v National Domestic Abuse Helpline - 0800 027 1234
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What is Well Connected?
Well Connected is a new programme in Lanarkshire, sometimes
referred to as social prescribing or community referral. It makes it
easier for us and people we know to take part in and benefit from
activities and services that we know improve our well-being which
means how we feel about ourselves and our lives. There are a
number of Well Connected areas available to us and we can benefit
from more than one:
v Physical activity and leisure opportunities
v Volunteering
v Employment
v Arts and culture
v Benefits, welfare and debt advice
v Learning opportunities
v Stress Control Classes in communities
v Health Walks
v Mindfulness Classes.
For information on any of the above call:
v North Lanarkshire: Well Informed 0800 073 0918
v South Lanarkshire: Lanarkshire Association for Mental Health
Information Line: 0330 3000 133
v Visit : www.elament.org.uk/self-help-resources/well-connectedprogramme.aspx
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Healthy Reading
All public libraries have a healthy reading section making it easier to
access mental health and well-being leaflets, books, CDs, DVDs and
web-based support. All libraries across Lanarkshire have resources to
help us get the most from life such as living life to the full, sleeping
better and becoming more confident or overcoming and coping
with mental health problems such as anxiety, depression, stress,
dementia and panic. There are also resources for all ages including
supporting young people, adults and older people as well as items
on positive parenting. Simply pop into your local library.

Guided Support:
Stress Control Classes
Stress Control classes will help develop skills and techniques to
manage common issues caused by modern day living such as
stress, anxiety or low confidence.
The classes are delivered in local community facilities and
consist of six sessions lasting 90 minutes each. We will not
need to speak about our issues during the class. Just sit back
and listen about helpful stress control techniques. Feel free
to bring someone along with you for support. To find your
nearest class and book a place, call 0300 303 0447.
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Living Life to the Full - Online Course
Living Life to The Full is a free web-based life skills course that
aims to help us tackle and respond to issues/demands which
we all meet in our everyday lives. It will explore issues such as
understanding why we feel the way we do, problem solving,
noticing and challenging unhelpful thoughts and behaviours
and anxiety control. You can register for the course at
www.llttf.com and complete as many or as few modules
as you wish.
If you feel you need additional help, the Living Life to The Full
course is also available with support from self help coaches
(via Action on Depression Scotland). To find out more visit
www.aod.llttfionline.co.uk

Living Life: Guided Self Help and Cognitive Behavioral
Therapy - Telephone Support
Living Life is a free telephone support service for people
suffering from low mood, mild to moderate depression,
symptoms of anxiety or a combination of both. Trained
Self-help coaches and therapists will guide us through a
range of workbooks over a series of telephone sessions. For
more information or to make a telephone appointment, call
0800 328 9655 (Mon–Fri 1–9pm).
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NHS Lanarkshire - for local services
and the latest health news visit
www.nhslanarkshire.org.uk
NHS Lanarkshire General
Enquiry Line: 0300 3030 243

If you need this information
in another language or
format, please contact the
NHS Lanarkshire General Enquiry
Line on 0300 3030 243 or e-mail
info2@lanarkshire.scot.nhs.uk
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